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Kins R~~~ebus Int Reciord
By GREG GUTES
At Kings Point, discipline is Number One.
Each basketball player's hair is the same length
- short. Sideburns are non-existent. They
probably use the word "sir" often, and they
even show respect for the referees.
With this austere background, one might
expect that the Mariners would play a very
disciplined brand of basketball. Right you are.
But discipline goes only so far - it still doesn't
completely replace talent. And it can't overcome
the efforts of Arthur"- King and Roger Howard.
King and Howard
The Patriots beat Kings Point 85-72, but the
story was all King and Howard. After tying the
Pat rebound record of 25 on Wednesday, King

broke it Saturday night with 26 - 20 of them
defensive rebounds. "I felt like jumping tonight
for some reason," he said. It's a shame that his
reason can't be bottled and used-over and over
again.
For the most part, King shrugged off the
record, acting like a man who was used to it all.
He said, "I really wanted it the other game
(possibly because before that game he had bet
assistant team manager Jack Cohen that he
would break it). He also chipped in with 22
points on some of the most. brilliant moves
outside of the cheerleaders this year. "I just try
to- get up as high as I can. so I can use either side
of the rim for a layup," he explained.
(Continuedon page 13)

Varsit

DAVE STEIN (SO) goes up for jump shot with Kings
Point player. Story of JV overtime win on page 12.
photo by Robert F. Cohen
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Stony Brook
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1-2
1-2
0-1
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35-64
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Kings Point
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10
6
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1
3
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2-2
1-2
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0-0
0-0
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9
8
2
2
2
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5
1
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Study Finds Wiretaps Inefficient
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would be satisfied if one hour
per month was made available
during prime time by each
network. This 36 hours por ye
wouldbe
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d among

and
&ns
537
.the
Representaties in an equitable
manner worked out by Congress
and the networks.
In response to quong
Westen told CPS that the brief
would be settled one way or the
other prior to the Novembe
elections. He said if the FCC
delays more than a ooupe of
months, time for the netwoand Black Caucus to file
additional statements, he will
ask the Federal Court of Appels
here to rule that the delay is
poFiticaly motivated.
The same Court of Appeals
nded, in another case involving
the FCC and the Columbia
Broadasting System (CBS), that
"Television
has become
a
pincipal vehicle by which the
President presents to the public
his views on important issues of
the day. Indeed, no single fact of
our changing
political
life
overrides the significance of the
expansion of the President's
ability to obtain immediate and
direct access to the people
through the communications
media.
"But if {he words and views
of the President become a
monolithic force," the decision
opinion
continues,
"public
becomes not informed and
enlightened, but instructed and
dominated."
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Cuts Uncovered
in RCP Budget
By MARVIN BERKOWITZ
The
Residential
College
Program (RCP) is facing serious
problems
resulting
from
substantial cuts in its budget.
According
to
Shirley
H offman,
administrative
assistant of the RCP, cuts were
made in all three categories of
the
RCP
budget.
These
categories -are
temporary
services, which cover expenses
for student and programming
assistants;
equipment,
and
supplies and expenses, which
cover all miscellaneous activities,
such as film, speakers, and
informal concerts.
The cuts, which totalled
$87,000,
were
made
last
October, but, according to
Felice
Levine,
program
coordinator for Guthrie College
and a member of the RCP
budget
committee,
the
-Administration did not let them
know about the cuts. "We found
out about them after placing an
order
with the purchasing
department,"' she explained.
'They told us we did not have
sufficient funds to place the
order."
A letter was finally sent to the
RCP in January by Robert
Moeller, assistant to the Vice
President of Student Affairs,
apologizing for this mistake.
Moeller commented that "there

were several facilities that were
in a desperate financial situation,
such as the Infirmary. Funds had
to be reallocated to take care of
these facilities. Money was taken
from other sources besides RCP,
and they were all told (about the
cuts). RCP was not informed
because of a personal oversight."
The loss in money has been a
source of frustration for the
people involved in the RCP.
Tammy Slobodkin, program
coordinator of Poe College, and
a member of the RCP planning
committee, spoke of many
programs that had to be
cancelled because of lack of
money. For example, there were
plans of having the Negro
Ensemble Theatre here, and also
several speakers and informal
concerts. RCP had also wanted
to
sponsor
a
course
in
community
organization,
consisting of a seminar with a
VISTA worker and welfare
mothers,
and
a
four-day
weekend trip to Appalachia.
Levine added that much of the
expense for food that the college
buys ""comes from our own
pocket."
Slobodkin said in
conclusion that she would
"rather see no program at all
than the one we have now. In
order to be a success, RCP must
have full support from the
Administration."

General's committee investigating TV violence, found the committee's report "misleading."

photo by Larry Bozrnan

Psych Professors Dispute
Findings on TV Violence
By ROBERT J. TIERNAN
Stony
Brook
Two
psychologists are disputing the
Surgeon
of
a
conclusions
General's
report
which
investigated
violence
on
television and its effect on
behavior, claiming that the
summary
report
was
"misleading."

Administration and Collective
In DisagreementOver Conference

Drs. Robert Liebert, and John
Neale, and graduate student
the
of
Davidson
Emily
Psychology Department claim
that the "readers of the Surgeon
report
committee
General's
could walk away with the
misleading impression that the
obtained effects (of television
violence) are limited to a small
percentage of children."Liebert,
who was selected by the Surgeon
General's office to do an
overview of the project, declared
that based on data collected by
the 23 studies commissioned by
the committee, "this is simply
not the cae." In dealing with
the- effects of violence on
behavior, Liebert claimed that
"what the committee failed to
do was indicate how very general
^ Hi; :
the ef;cts were."
Conmmttee Report

Affairs Robert Chason over upcoming national radical conference, wnicn tne coleclive
y
b y L a r rtu
o t o nopeb
ph

Stony Brook.

By R. A. SCHAINBAUM
radical
left
A
national
organizational conference to be
held at Stony Brook March 3 to
6 is having difficulty pining
approval from the Stony Brook
Red
.The
Administration.
Balloon Collective, which is
conference
the
sponsoring
submitted -a proposal on January
16 to Robert Chason, Assistant
Vice President for Student
requested
Chason
Affairs.
clarification by February 11, of
the proposal's eight . points
regarding the new facilities use
guidelines, released last month
met with
The collective
Chason last Friday to discuss the
posting of bond, the only point
still in question. At that meeting
Chason sd that bond should be
the
protect
to
sufficient
that
University from loom
Imigt occur as a result of
personal and properb damage.
Members of the collective
offered $100, but Chason sad
he felt that amount was
insuffient. When asked by a
member how money migt be
sueted
Chason
raised,
obtaining insurance as one
method. When asked how much
insurance, he replied, "the
amount should be su ent toft
insure the University Chamess

against
any
personal
and
property damage that might
occur as a result of the
Pressed for a
conference."
figure, Chason replied that "an
arbitrary figure might be $3.50 a
head per night."
The collective protested that
figure as exorbitant. Chason
explained that for previous
conferences the $3.50 a head,
by
paid
was
per -night
participants as the cost of
and services. This
housing
money is put into a conference
account, and when damages
occur money is withdrawn from
the account to pay the costs.
The organization sponsoring the
conference or the person(s)
then
would
responsible
reimburse the account for losses
As the housing and services fee
has been waived for the
conference, the money in the
account would be refunded to
the collective.
The collective suggested to
Chason that the bond be limited
to the liability for the specific
acilities being used - G and H
quads, the gym, and the Union.
the
accepted
Chason
suggestion and said that an
estimate should be obtained
m Joseph HaOM, Asssnt
Vice President for Finance and

B

oz

dL
m aatn

Management. Over the phone
Hamel quoted a figure of one
million dollars. The collective
said that they felt this figure was
too much and proposed further
meeting to discuss a .nue
realistic bond figure. Chason and
the collective were scheduled to
meet today.
The collective asked if it
could resume distribution of the
newspaper
Balloon
Red
conference.
the
publicizing
(Distribution has been forbidden
by Chason since the collective
first met with him.) Chason said
any publicity for the event
is
approval
final
before
unallowable and would be taken
a bad faith. He added that his
office has become aware of Red
in
distribution
Balloon
Wisconsin and he is making
attempts to verity it.
The rtidle in Red Balloon
spoke of the conference, as
I"ecessary ... to analyze our
expeinces, our hopes and our
frutrations, in order to form a
."
coherent nationwide st
The article mentions the
demise of SDS and suggests that
to
it has become
an
with
SDS
replace
organization "open to all levels
and stategles on the left side of
electoral politics."

1

The Committee report is
summed up in this passage from
the document: "the weight of
experimental
th e
evidence. . suggests that viewing
an
has
violence
filmed
observable effect on some
children in the direction tof
aggressive
theirincreasing
behavior." Dr. Eli Rubinstein, a
professor at Stony Brook in the
Psychiatry Department, was vice
Surgeon
of
the
chairman
General's advisory committee.
He stated that the report is
unspecific about the scope of
the effects of TV violence, on
children's behavior because it
"affects an unspecified number
of children.s
Rubinstein contended that
did not
investigations
the
a
casual
show
definitely
relationship between the amount
of violence viewed and aggressive
behavior. He stressed the point
that "the report did not want to
make any extreme judgements"
on the matter. When questioned

about the veto power which the
networks had in the selection
process Rubinstein observed that
the committee had included in
its report a statement voicing the
belief that the government had
nude an error in this regard. In
answer to some of the objections
to the report raised by Herbert,
"I
don't
Rubinstein
said
honestly think that Dr. Liebert
has a greatly different view from the committee's position."
ly Signpficant"
'9So
Liebert, Davidson and Neale
daim that there is a statistically
reliable and socially significant
relationship between exposure
and
televised violence,
to
essive behavior." They point
out that the committee report
it.elp agreed thaiL "Ve cam
tietatvelyy coyclude that there is
a modest relationshfip between
exposure to TV and aggres
tendendes."
by
done
studies
Other
a dear
psychologists show
correlation between the amount
of violent television viewed at
age 9 and the amount of
agressive behavior displayed at
age 19. The three scientists
contend that the committee
suggests that television -violence
affects only a small, deviant
group of children. However they
feel that data collected by the
investigations conclusively show
filmed violence to affect most
children's behavior to some
degree.
Networks Had Veto
General's
Surgeons
The
Scientific Advisory Committee
Social
and
Television
on
Behavior was formed by the
Surgeon General's office to
scientific
commission
investigations on the subject of
TV violence and its effect on
children's behavior. It was to
(Continuedon Page 4)

$3000 an-d -Safe Gone
In Two Burglaries
Burgs made off with a safe containing $3026 in cash, checks
and food coupons from Kely cafeteria early yesterday morning. It
that the Hero-In, located in Lenny BruceNxlege
was also re
ized at approximately the same time.
basement, was
University polle pve the following account:
Kelly cateria. dosed between 6:30 and 7:00 pm. Sunday, at
which time the 400 pound safe was last seen. When the cafeteria was
ered that the window
opened Monday morning at 5:45, it was
to the second Boor cafteria office was broken, and the se was
on by Suffolk County
nissing. The incident is under in.
Police.
Tbe manger of the Hero-In said at she notified Security at 4:15
in the ba ement of
nin that there was a _Wt
Monday
&Vce college. She went to check at 4:20 and discovered that $130
ies.
There was no sigh of forced,
in P"h wamissing from the prem
Mitry.-
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Physics I )ept.Trains Teachers
IsIC

lecture ad laboratory sessions.
at his
Each student will pr
individual
through
pace
own
Yew
Third
sool students in flve Long
For the post three years, experiments, outlined in his
bland school districts will
necesay
The
experience a new method of elementary school teachers fom textbook.
on peg
up
be
set
will
equipment
Middle
Hauppague,
blip,
oram East
leanig sciene in a lab
so the
aoom
the
In
boards
Huntington's
and
Country,
Brook
Stony
the
devised by
able
be
easily
more
wil
student
The District Three have been trained
Department.
Physics
he
needs
as
equipment
to
obtain
ends
which
program
similar
a
in
department, working under a
it. The seventh grade course will
grant from the National Science this June. These teachers will
stress physical concepts, while in
increasing
in
Wcs.nAj~tu& la *^srtid~atiw^^
train others, thereby
rouIlmuuMvs as
the *umber of participants the eighth grade the emphasis
beyond the number originally will switch to chemistry. The
program will culminate in
provided for in the grant.
The junior high school environment studies in the
program, which includes the ninth grade.
three parme paid employees'
as well,
Paldy feels that since Stony
in addition to 30 student Wantagh school district
students
4,000
about
reach
will
Brook is the only banch of the
receive
who
volunteers
in grades 7 through 9. These State University located on Long
interdisciplinary credit
Comparatively the ONeiWday students will be taught by 33
Island it has an obligation to
care center, which is completely teachers attenbing a summer cooperate with the local school
14 children.
free, services
poam at Stony Brook from districts in upgrading the quality
According to the fies at the
Augt21 through September 1. of their science course.. Junior
center, an but one of these The prgmis run by Assistant
high schools in particular are "a
children have at least one parent Professor Lester Paldy, Professor
American
in
area
gray
who is a student. The exception
Clifford Swartz of the Physics education,"
explained.
he
is a child of a staff worker.
A spokeswoman for the Departen-t, and Education "Many teahes are biology
O'Neill center said that the Professor Theodore Bredderman. majors, but teacig physical
center is still accepting children,, During the first eight weeks, the science." He envisions the ideal
also attend university -community
but that they cannot accept
teahers will
anyone under tywo beause
at the relationship as encompassing a
o
Saturday
do not have the facilities to
Uie t .
center at Stony Brook where
handle them. She pointed out
eacers can always come to
which
clasiom
science
Te
definite
is
a
that although there
differ
will
this
from
about new equipment and
result
learn
will
need for the center amonpt the
sbff wores, most do not know sharply fom the traditional lab techniques.
that it is available.
By BONNIE L. FRIEDEL
Next fall, the junior high
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the Foundation's Cooperative
College-School Science Program.
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Day Care Statistics Released
By CARLOS ALMENAR
and LEONARD STEINBACH
The Stony Brook Infancy
School (known as the Benedict
Day Care Center) released
statistics last week to show that'
the center is used primarily by
parents who ate either students
or University staff members.
According to the release
"Who the Center Serves" 48
familie send a total of 56
children to the Center, either
full-time or part-time, and of
thesefamilies, half (consisting of
26 chldren) have incomes of less
than $10,000 annually. In 24
families, at bat one parent is a
student and in only eight
families are both paents faculty
and/or professional. The rest of
the parents are categorized as
"staff (secretaries, cleaners,
maintenance workers, etc.).

o survey w

drawn up,

according to Michael Zweig,
treauer of the center, to dispel
any notions that the Benedict
center was "exclusively for Ach
people. We're serving the people
we started out to serve," he said,
"mainly poor people, students,
who really
woers,
and
desperately need day care.
Obviously it's not enough.
Dozens and nmybe hundreds will
haveto be turned away."
Although there is a day cme
fee, it varies from no chag for
fhmilies with under $7,000
annual income to $30 for those
with

incomes above

annual

$25,000 (only one family is In
this

categoy).

uppermost

Despite this income, the center
requires an additional $1500 per
month, according to Zweig. TIe
school has four full-time and

The spokeswoman also said

embes have
that fceulty
inquired about the center but
they have been turned down
becae, she expined, they cm
afford to use a pay day cue
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SB Resear chers Rate
L*. Harbor Pollution
By DAVID GINTZ
A study conducted by the

Marine Sdiences Research Center
at Stony Brk found Manhsset
Bay and Huntington Harbor to
be the closes to Geological death
among the six North Sbove bays

and harbors included in the
The study ranked the

bays asd harbois (Hi
Huntington, Port Jefferso and
Mount Sina Hbos and Little
Nek., and Manhaet Bays) on
the aRount of pollution in these
wates and the ability of them to
sustain mawin life.
The head of the research team
that conducted the survey. Dr.
M. Grant Gross (presently acting
director of the Marine Sciences
Center) explained that "a major

achievement of the study
was ... to predict future trouble
points and to provide a scientific
basis for loft zange planning"
By present indicators (those
wed to determine how badly
polluted the waters are now)
Nanhasset Bay ranked as the
worst with Huntington and Port
directly
Jefferson
Harbors

behind them. The least dama-ed
was Mt. Sinai Harbor. In making
predicitons for the future,
and
Harbor
Huntington
MF et Bay spin lead the list
with Little N;ck Bay deterined
to be the best of the six.
Such quantities as the amount
of dissolved oxygen and the
such
of
concentrations
nitrogen
as
q uantities
oia)
compounds (nlding a
were measured by the senasts.
the
stressed that
Grant
purpose of the study was to
"demosre that it is possible
to establish quantitative criteria
for environmental evaluations."
The scientific team made 11
which
recommendations
included periodic surveys be
and
the . bays
made
on
investigation of the possibility of
"^timing sewage
s
according to tide and season
The survey was conducted
primarily by graduate students
under the leadership of Gross
and w panned by the Marine
Sciences Center in conjunction
Nassau-Suffolk
with
the
Regional Planning Board.

Making Friends With Dav id Brombei PO
"HHis fingers move so fit you can't see them at all."

"He's got a pretty funny voice though."
"Hell, if Simon and Garfunkel broke up and started
doing solo albums and that sort of shit, I'd listen to
Bromberg sing and gawk at his lightning licks."
"Yeah, well I liked him better while he was backing
up Jerry Jeff Walker, Tom Paxton, and Bob Dylan."
"Listen, he can't keep doing that forever. Some of the
stuff on his new album is really dynamite, man. "Suffer
to Sing the Blues" is a dassic. He even wrote a song with
George HaBrison called "The Hold-up," which just
happens to be one of the best songs I've ever heard . . . "
"But what about that first songLast Song for Shelby
Jean," where he sins the first line on the album out of
tune. That takes a hell of a lot of nerve. Now, if he had
released an t
etal album instead..."
'"We'd miss out on song like "Dehlia" and
"Lonesome Dave's Lovesick Blues,"
"But we'd get more pickin" tunes like "The Bogy
Road to Mlledgeville.9"

"Vell, Mississippi Blues" is mostly imenta blues
isn't it? And the breaks on "Pine Tree Woman"'are great
aren't they?"
"Yeah, and I guess 'Sammy's Song" is pretty ftmny
and yet tragic in its own way too. Still ... ."
"'rap, the next thing you're going to tell me is that
this isn't the most exciting album you've beard in several
months!"
'lVell, I wouldn't go that far. After all this is David
Bromberg's album!"
David Bromberg has been with us for a long time now;
making music and making friends. Many of those friends
are here at Stony Brook where David has appeared
several times already. Once more on April 16 won't be
too often.
A Bromberg concert transcends technical proficiency
and virtuosity.
If Bromberg ever made an unplanned mistake on
stage, it would only serve as a reference point to show
what can happen to the best of us.
To say that Bromberg has the potential to be the next
great superstar, bigger than even Cat Stevens would be
most unfair to the guitarist-vocalist-songwriter-back up
dude who has paid his dues, suffered his share, and
become one of the- few true underground legends of our
time.
-If b
rg wouild release nn album- month tor the
next year, I wouldn't miss one of them.-My only petty

making to rock music.
This treatment of Mussorgsky's classic by Keith
Emerson on organ and Moog Synthesizer, Greg Lake on
guitars and vocals, and Cari Palmer on drum is one of
the most original rock recordings of the last few years.
Recorded live on March, 1971, this album marks the
first live release by the group, and is the most involved
piece of classical music of their three albums.
The album as a whole flows nicely and does not bore
the listener at any point. The piece itself, "Pictures at an
Exhibition," takes up all but thee minutes of the
album. It contains most of the "pictures" from the
original Mussorgsky work, plus some new material.
Among the new material is 'The Sage," a beautiful
acoustic guitar piece, played, sung, and written by Greg
Lae. Lake has also added lyrics to some of
Mussorgsky's melodies, which' though they do not have
too much significance to say, at least do not ruin the
piece
by being comy. Cad Palmer's drumming s, as
Emerson, Lake & Palmer's latest.
usual, stong, fat, and accurate, and once again, Keith
Emerson is the star of the album.
Emerson is outsUnding in "Promenide," the recurring
theme of PYtures, in "'The Gnome," in 'The Hut of
Baba Yap," and in `The Great Gates of Kiev," which is
the piece's conclusion. Emerson's Moog playing is quite
good-in "The Old Castle," but his Moog takeoffis, which
are no more than sound effects, electronic distortions,
or, if you will, noise, are quite disappointing. The Moog
take-off appears as a waste of time and electricity at the
beginning of. "The Old Castle" and during 'The Great
Gates of Kiev" and are the only low points of the album.
Wven when playing melodies, Emerson has been
accused of wasting notes and playing blindly. While I can
see this as a reasonable objection to his "Blues'
Variation" which concludes Side 1, I do not find this to
be true most of the time. In my mind, Keith Emerson
criticism of his first recorded venture is that "Buiitrog remains the best on keyboards in all of rock music.
Blues," his classic talking blues, is absent. Maybe next
Pictures at an Exhibition ends with in EL,&P encore,
time.
"Nutrocker" by Kim Fowley, which is a rocking ragtime
-Fred Sternlicht piece that makes you want to get up and dance. It's a
great change of pace after "Pictures," and exemplifies
Pictures at an Exhibition
on, Lae & Palmer
the total originality that Emerson, Lake, &Palmer show
Upon hearing the new Emerson, Lake & Palmer on all of their albums. Their music is high-energy and
album, Mussorgsky's Pies
at an Exhibition, a friend their rare combination of classical and rock music may
of mine remarked that Mussorgsky must beturning over be the shotn-the-orm the rock music business needs to
in his grave. Though the contributions of Emerson, get away from the same old heavy guitarsand boring
Lake, & Palmer to the o"d of aIta musk: way be drum sokls.
minimal, I prefer to look at the coutributi
hey;are
n^^^
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>O^Neill-

c

Snack Bar

(home of the Grossburger)
_
-ywfeey
the best prices and the greatest food you have ever tasted on this
miserable campus. Not to mention our congenial atmosphere,
pinball, pool, music and you...
OlNeill Special

Prices
Hamburger
$.45
.55
Cheeseburger
Hot Dog
(w/ sauerkraut) .35
.50
Tna salad
.50
Egg salad
.65
BLT
Grilled cheese
.35
.25
* Extra bacon

French Wes
cole

65V

Grossburger
2 Burgers
Cheese
Tomatoes

awI

Lettuce

Pastries

Liberty Special
2 Eggs
French fies
Toast

-

75e

Coffee

85t

Dressing
Pickles
Fried onions On a hard roll

Donuts, cookies
&brownies
$.20
Danish
.25
Buttered roll,
Rngish or bagel .20

I

Beverages
Milk soda, laor coffee $.15
Hot chocolate
$ .20

Also ice cream, sundaes, shakes and you name it.
I'cated in ONeifl Colge - G Quad (Remember it was once the G-Snack Bar)
BelPeve us, it is worth the walk from Kelly...

Extyed Hours

Wed., & The.
Friday

9 am- 1 am

IShayuday

9am-2am

Suda

6pm-2am
6pm-l

am
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Dishonest Pornography
Couples With Sitting Duck
By NORMAN HOCHBERG
Together is dishonest. This is
nothing new; pomo films have a
history of being dishonest. But
Together readies new heights in
the field. Professing to be a
documentary about a sensitivity
training camp, its narrator
described the healthy attitudes
towards emotions (vis-a-vis sex)
that the camp's participants
possess. Yet nothing about the
film is healthy. Its nude footage
(there is also an absurd amount
of "documentary" footage interviews, scenic shots, etc.) is
mostly of naked females with
not nearly enough footage of
nude males to justify the film's
desire to look at sex in a healthy
manner.
There is, of course, a handy
excuse for this. Together is not a
documentary at all, it is a porno
film. But we already knew that
anyway.
Non-pomo Porno
As a porno film, Together has
too many non-porno scenes. It is
true that they almost make us
believe that the actors and
actresses are really members of
this camp, but a moment's

reflection
should
convince
anyone that they are not. This
bit of introspection should also
bring us to the conclusion that
the camp, too, is, a lie. After
this, the entire structure of the
film comes crumbling down
around us. The interviews
become false, the situations
become false, and, ultimately,
the message becomes false. This
is a shame, as the film's point is
its best part; the notion that we
(young and old, repressed and
liberated) must reexamine our
sexual attitudes is an excellent
message.
Dishonest
Perhaps even more annoying
than Together's dishonesty is its
detached attitude toward the
love that it is trying to show as
not detached. There may be
some people who want this, who
desire to see copulation (of
performed
form)
whatever
clinically and without any
involvement. For those people,
this film will be a treat par
excellance. But for the others
there will be only an aching
Together
disappointment.
conveys no love at all; onlv the
.40-

-

Health Insurance Information
Spring 1972
The University Health Service, Administration and
Student Government strongly recommends that all
students maintain adequate protection in the form
Full
accident and sickness insurance.
of
information on the plan offered through Berr &
Berry Brokerage Corp. -is provided in packets
available in the Student Affairs Office, Room 355,
Administration Building.

I

cold, detached sound of cash
registers ringing.
TaleIn A Cage
One would be hard pressed to
find another movie as sloppily
put together as Eagle In A Cage
which is, according to a press
story of power and
release, ",>
deep human passions." Like its
publicity the film itself is far
more pretentious than it is
accurate.
Ostensibly, Eale In A Cage
deals with Napolean Bonaparte's
(Kenneth Haigh) exile on the
Island of St. Helena after his
defeat at Waterloo. His captors,
the British, in a show of true
gnetlmanship, allow his~mistress
(Billie Whitelaw) and several
other personal associates to live
with him on the Island.
The film begins with the
group's arrival on the Island and
immediately proceeds to speed
downhill as rapidly as its palsied
legs will carry it.
Unoriginality
Eagle In A Cage has many
striking
of
moments
unoriginality in both its script
and its technical aspects, thanks
to its director, Fielder Cook.
From its opening shot of the sun
reflecting off a placid sea, to its
ending montage of slow motion
and color changing shots (the
final seconds see the film fade
from color into black and white,
a la Butch Cassidy) each set-up is
as trite and hackneyed as those
on a daily soap opera.
The acting, ba addition to
being ponderous, is shallow.
Haigh plays Napolean as nothing

Kennetn Haign pways ryapoieon in tne sitting auuC'
sOup
OT
c-aste
in
a Cage," a film revolving around Napoleon's life in exile on St.
Helena.

more than a man who will use
anybody or anything. Even in
his one love scene there is no
hint of emotion. Indeed, nearly
all of the characters in the film
suffer from the inability to
transmit emotion.
Furthermore, the technical
standards set for the film are so
abysmally low that one suspects
that a twenty-year old film
student could do better with one
camera and no technical crew.
The graininess of the film varies
within a scene and there are
many mismatched cuts (times at
which a man's hands suddenly
jump from his lap to a table with
no in-between movement). In
y** ..
f BH
w
.

the final shot, light streams into
the camera, partially obliterating
Napolean's face. The mistakes
here are boo-bogs which even
the
most
non-film-oriented
audiences will catch.
So little thinking, talent and
effort went into Eagle In A Cage
that one wonders just what the
point of it all is. Surely, "power
is bad" is not a social message of
or
great
importance
any
originality. But with no acting,
directing or editing talent to its
name that is what Eagle In A
must
rest
on.
Cage
Unfortunately, in solidly resting
on it Eagle has become nothing
more than a sitting duck.
"SAM-1u
uw
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The enrollment period ends February 17, 1972. No
student may enroll in the insurance program after
that date.
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2315 Middle Country Rd., Centereach
Your Host: JIM DESAPIO
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Something new has; been added to the
Pancake Cottage Monday thru Thursday
Y

]~~~~~~~~~~~

g

_
X

Spaghetti fR Meatballs

|

:

Fresh rolls & butter

Under

I
I
I

Don't forget - Every Tuesday & Wednesday

I
I

or

Southern
Fried Chicken

Again.

Dinner

.

Country
Fish Fry
Dinner

Now that the tax and money situation is back to normal,
we can go back doing what we do best:
Saving you money.

Charbroiled-Chopped Steak

VOLKSWAGENSEDAN I1I SUaWESTc.0 RETAIL PRICF, P.O.E.,
'AOCALTANIs con OTHER DEALERCHARGES, If ANY, ADMITIONAL.

jIfferon voll

_

1395 Rome 112
Port Jeff"onstation
Long Jisand, New York 11776

DVOLKSWAIEPOf AMERICA, INC.

JIM
Awagen
e-

French fries & fresh rolls & butter
U

An^

Ep

0

Showroom Hours - M., Tu., W., Th: 9-9, F.,S.: 9-6
Service hours - Mon. - Fri. 9-5
Parts hours - Mon. - Fri. 9-5 Sat. 9-12
Free courtesy transportationto and from campus
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Reading Chinese Duck
In Gauging
Germany
By MARIAN KOOPMAN and ROBBYWOLFF
Gaugin's Paradise Lost by Wayne Anderson
(Viking, $12.50, pp. 350)
This green covered book is an in-depth study of
the inner conflicts that made up Paul Gaugin'slife
and works. He teetered between his two heritages,
France, the heightof European culture, and South
America, the depth of primitive life. He finally
escaped to Tahiti, where his art flourished and
took on a new form to reflect that culture.
Anderson's book is informative and scholarly,
although its dry prose does not lend itself easily to
light reading. He does give us a full picture of his
subject, exploring Gaugin's personal struggles, his
relationships (in particular, those with Van Gogh),
and the art movement of the time.
It appears that Anderson has worked his ass off
in analyzing and explaining the symbolism behind
Gaugings work. In his explanations, he finds
diverse cultural sources for the painter's creations.
Although the book opens us up to Gaugin'sgenius,
his abounding ego detracts from our liking him.
But he still did some nice paintings, whose black
and white reprints are hidden in the back of the
book.
Why A Duck?, edited by Richard J. Anobile
(New York Graphic, $7.95, pp. 288). Excellent
book, with all the classic, tomfoolish poses of
Groucho, Harpo and Chico that we fawn over.
Dialogues and punch lines areincluded, so-it reads

Making Pop Click

like a script with photographs. A wild collection
tossing up some of their best lines.
Hong Kong by Gunther W. Holtorf (Rand
McNally, $14.95.,pp. 176). For all you Hong Kong
f=ns, we have a great book for you. A colorful,
panoramic series of photographs which can open
up a new world for the viewer. The book is
fittingly subtitled, "'A World of Constrass," and it
captures the beauty of the landscape and the
people.
On Reading by Andce Kertesz (Groemany
$5.95). Some very candid shots of people in the
act of reading, oblivious of their surroundings. But
the viewer is very conscious of the reader and his
surroundings because of Kertesz's photographic
ability. A book on people reading books. A
beautiful touch is that it is wordless, no captions
or explanations being included, or needed.
Made in Germany by Leonard Freed (Groan,
$4.95, pp. 124). Black and white photogps of
Germany, displaying its past and pesent. For me,
the book sometimes suffered by being entirely In
black and white, giving an unfair dabbedto the
country. Another unfortunate aspect of the book
is that the captions are usually on a different page
than the photograph, forcing the reader into a
constant turning back and forth of the pages. But
still, it is a good way into Germany, unless you
feel like reading Goethe or have a plane ticket to
Munich.

Wishes? Lies and Dreams of Koch
which he defended
Love,
By PAUL BOSCO
Kenneth against an antict11ipated charge of
Thursday,
Last
male chauvinism Lby explaining it
Koch, who declines to be called
a parody of Ovid. He
was
an outstanding poet, spent a day
that
td;hough,
here, courtesy of the Center for admitted,
if
I'm
know
gnat
3
Continuing Education and the "sometimes I dc9
was
it
of
,
Much
not."
or
kidding
the
of
pool
Poets and Writers
New York State Council on the about how to ticee up your giri as
a sex preliminaryvr.
Arts.
g is pre-eminent
Koch's writinjif
The highlight of Koch's visit
was the showing of his film, at least for its strange variety.
most imIipoftant poem
Lies and Dreams," His
'Wishes,
regular CED (named **KoI pxassibly as a hint
the
before
Thursday night movie in Lec. that his name doesn't rhyme
.100. The film showed him with "crotch')iiis 120 pages of a
with
iI
teaching poetry writing to a fifth stanza form associated
for
poems
mritten
v
w
has
He
Byron.
lower
the
grade class at PS61 (on
east side), and succeeding at it. musical, and wr Iitten manv verse
playes.
One girl read a poem about a bet
yPl ays
she made. It began: " 'I'll never
he wrote
win' I said as I climbed up Mt.
A few years s ago
plays for
ational
Everest." When she falls off the several improvis
read
He
ieatre.
Th
Living
the
'I
"'
closed,
&6edge" the poem
paragraph
hese
knew I'd never win, I knew I'd several of tl
scripts, includin kghis favorite, in
never win.' "
(Chinese
tw o
wh ic h
monks
Reading
to
hours
four
Earlier in the afternoon Koch attempt for I
gave a reading of his work to
about 50 people. The highlight
was his reading from his
unfinished poem, "The Art of

should be allowed as a field day
. . ."
for the lighting tecni
of these plays get
None
produced, he saids
The best poems he read were
es
humorous. In one he
culture (in people) by naming
objects and character traits at a
lawn party after 19th century
American writers ("Her John
window
Whittier
Greenleaf
shades"). Koch is one of the few
poets who can write humor
which is inseparable from
poetry; who does not say in
an ad-ib the
poetry what w
day before.
....................................

by Nik Cohn
g
Ro* hm M
d this book is sold under its original title: Pop from the
In E
_iylini
iis evident a one re&d this book, that the author has
been deeply iVol ed in pop as anyone. Cohn himself admits, it is
NS whole life. Here isone person who finally understands just what
makes pop dimA;is pretesons, and its images many times being
Vthe music itself. Along with this keen
t bporta
more
understanding of pop, be has a unique skill of summarizing a whole
period of time,or teenage movements (flower power and love) in a
sentence or two and capturingthe mood perfectly; sort of like a
bterayEddieCochran.
It is most imp-ota if you read this book, that you realize it is a
book about pop and nothing else. Great pop according to Cohn does
men great music and vice versa. This is a very
_
not
I
point
p
Cohn nAght think the Beatles are geniuses, and Sgt. Pepper is one
of the great works of the 20th century, but it wouldn't matter much
in his book, because the Beete says Cohn have transcended the
pop levels. Tbeysve stoppedtalking about pimples and other teenage
angup and instead have put out great music. And that's not pop
anymore, for pop is teenage music. Please, if you read this book
aSOeptCohns distinct betweengood music and good pop.
for a book which says how"'outta site" the
If you e
Dead are, forget it, don't bother with this one. If on the other hand
you wIt to read a book which deals with pure pop4eenage music
#xand violence, read this book. Cohn will get you
and al its hype,
many times, but all 1can say is read on, because in a "pure
outa
he is diot and you are wrong. I swear it.
popctexts
ed the author is now working with Peter
e
ina
In cow you
o I hend of the Who, OwFing a script for a secret project which
wi ift pop musc fromthe doldrums it has sadly settled in. It is a
big secret as to just what tAhs nassie project will be, but one sure
thing is tha a full begt fon wig be involved in it.
_MicadRosenbloom
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SANTARPIA
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The Largest Selection of World -Wide
Imported Wines
Is Just Around The Corner
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explain the goDld standard to
each other. "1There should be
nothing comica1 whatsoever in
anything they say. The drama
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The Marijuana Issue Is Coming to a
Editor's note: The following is a compendium of
the marijuana issue, originally done last semester
as part of a researchproject.
By TOM MURNANE
In Texas, a person convicted of smoking a
marijuana cigarette can be sentenced to life
imprisonment for his first offense. In Nebraska,
the same person faces a maximum of seven days in
the county jail and a fine of $500. In New York
City, San Francisco and on several college
campuses throughout the country, marijuana laws
are seldom enforced and the chances of
prosecution are virtually negligible.
The range of penalties for use of the drug
reflects the intensity if emotion and amount of
misinformation
that
has
clouded
factual
discussions concerning marijuana. Marijuana laws
and their enforcement are at the heart of an
enormous problem that, no matter how you look
at it, is damaging to American society. "Nothing
so directly threatens the stability of the state,"
contends Charles Reich in his best-selling book
The Greening of America, "as the present
marijuana laws."
California and New York state lawmakers are
considering legislation that would legalize the use
of marijuana, while in other states there is
evidence of selective enforcement of laws against
youths and minority groups.
In Michigan, John Sinclair, founder of the
radical White Panther Party, is serving **a minimum
term of not less than Wi years" for possession of
11.5 grains (or two marijuana cigarettes). The
charge and conviction came after two undercover
police agents infiltrated a commune run by
Sinclair, lived with him for three months, and
asked him for pot at least three times before he
finally consented. Fifty-six people were arrested in
a raid on the commune. Of the 56, only Sinclair
was prosecuted.
Uniform laws might better eliminate similar
situations, but at present there are wide
discrepancies between state laws. A number of
states make no distinctions between marijuana and
heroin or other hard drugs, while others do. In
some states the possession of pot is a
misdemeanor, while in others it is a felony.
Federal law regulating the drug was revised
under the Comprehensive Drug Abuse Prevention
and Control Act of 1970, which many states have
since adopted as a model for reform. Under the
new law, the charge for possession or giving away
of small amounts of marijuana has been changed
from a felony to a misdemeanor. The federal
penalty for use now ranges from no charge to one
year imprisonment and/or a $5,000 fine. Most
significantly, for those under 21, a judge now has
the authority to completely expunge the records
of a marijuana conviction.
President Nixon has made progress in reforming
the marijuana laws. He signed the 1970 law which
not only reformed federal penalties, but also
established a National Commission on Marijuana
and Drug Abuse. The commission is in the process
of compiling a report of factual data, testimony
and recommendations which lawyers, doctors, and
public officials already say will be the most
influential and significant attempt to solve the

legalization of marijuana. He presents an unbiased
view in interviews (and staff members insist he is
open minded) on the issue.
The commission, besides having access to what
is already known about marijuana, will receive
results
of
important government-sponsored
research projects that are now underway. Whatever
recommendations the marijuana commission does
make, they will be largely based on value
judgments. There is more misinformation than
information on the subject; there are more myths
than facts.
As Jesse Steinfeld, surgeon general of the U.S.
Public Health Service told commission members,
"The challenge of the commission's task is
enormous. The increasing scientific knowledge to
come from research will not be likely to present
self-evident solutions to the problems of marijuana
and drug abuse. Human judgment in the weighing
of evidence and social value must be the final
determinant of your recommendations."
Myths and Facts
Beware! Young and Old - People of All Walks of
Life! This may be handed to you by the friendly
stranger. It contains the Killer Drug - a powerful
narcotic in which lurks Murder! Insanity! Death!
The above is not a description of LSD, heroin or
some mind blowing drug. It is a reference to a
marijuana cigarette that was circulated by the
Federal Bureau of Narcotics in the 1930's ^s part
of a propaganda program that had a great
influence on the passage of the 1937 Marijuana
Tax Act at the federal level, and on many strict
laws on state levels that have treated the smoking
of marijuana as harshly as murder.
Although such descriptions are no longer
distributed by federal agencies, many of the myths
they caused still exist. Among the most common
myths which exaggerate the dangers of marijuana
are:
^Marijuana is physically addictive. Dr. Betram
Brown, director of the National Institutes of
Mental Health (NIMH), says that "In the
psychological sense, it can be and often is
addictive." But it does not induce physical
addiction," he said.
^Marijuana leads to heroin use. "A great
majority of heroin users have also used
marijuana," says Dr. Brown, "(but) a small
minority of marijuana users go on to heroin."
According to Dr. Daniel Freedman, vice president
of the National Coordinating Council on Drug
Information, "only 3 to 5 percent of marijuana
smokers go on to use heroin."
^Marijuana leads to crime. In a report to
Congress last January, the secretary of the
Department of Health, Education and Welfare
(HEW) stated that grass has a calming effect, and
reported little or no relation between marijuana
and crime.
Myths about grass also circulate in the culture
that condones its use. Addressing the members of
the marijuana commission, one of the leaders of
AMORPHIA, a group advocating the legalization
of marijuana, said: "I for one would be delighted
to sit down with this nation's present leaders,
including your commission members, share a big

In Texas, a person convicted of smoking a
marijuana cigarette can be sentenced to life
imprisonment for his first offense
j________________________________________________»---^------»___________--«----__________-«-______««««»-»««-^«-«--.«««-^--------

present controversy over marijuana. The report is
to be issued to Congress and the President by the
end of March, 1972.
According to a staff member of the commission,
however, Nixon has tried to influence the report
by appointing conservative members to the body
(nine of 13 members are appointed by the
president, and two each chosen by the U.S. House
and Senate) and has stated, "Even if the
commission does recommend that it, marijuana, be
legalized, I will not follow that recommendation."
The possibility of a biased commission was also
suggested by an article in the Washington Post last
April which stated that Michael Sonnerich, the
commission's staff director, 'told at least two
people he could "write the report right now.' w
Since the Post's story appeared, however,
Sonnereich has been gathering information
supporting positions both for and against the
Page 8STATESMAN

pipe of peaceful grass and talk over ways and
means of ending the thorny civil war in which our
generations are now engaged." Marijuana does not
create peace, nor does it facilitate understanding.
Other myths are that pot increases sexual drive
and improves mental insight and activity.
Increased suggestibility and distortions of time,
however, do occur and may lead an individual to
believe these myths.
Recently a story that "no less than seven
American presidents, including George Washington
and Thomas Jefferson, had grown marijuana for
personal use" circulated among the underground
press and eventually was published in some large
circulation newspapers. The findings were
attributed to a Mr. Burke, president of the
Society.
Reference
Historical
American
Unfortunately, neither Burke nor the reference
society were found to exist.
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While there are many myths, there are few
known facts. According to the Marijuana and
Health" report issued by the secretary of HEW last
January, the physiological effects of marijuana
are: "an increase in pulse rate.. .a reddening of the
eyes.. .dryness of the mouth and throat."
The subjective effects, according to that same
report, are largely based on the environment,
expectations and attitudes of the user. Those
effects are: "alteration of time and space
perception, sense of euphoria, relaxation, well
being and disinhibition, dulling of attention,
fragmentation of thought, impaired immediate
memory, an altered sense of identity, exaggerated
laughter and increased suggestibility."
Some aspects of the marijuana problem,
especially the detrimental effects of present laws
on society, are difficult to define and measure. No
one knows the effect of imprisonment on an
individual whose only crime is smoking grass.
There is no way of telling how much of the
so-called youth rebellion has been caused by severe
state laws relating to marijuana. Yet equally
important, it is not known whether or not the
extensive use of pot will eventually lead to health
problems.
A large part of the marijuana problem lies with
the entire thrust of American society as a

movement toward a drug-oriented society. "We are
urged - on billboards, on radio and television, and
in magazines," said Surgeon General Jesse
Steinfeld, '^to take something when babies cry, or
in-laws visit, or faucets drip, or when we are tired,
irritable, or can^t sleep, or are nervous.. -"
According to Steinfeld, the impact of all this
advertising has been "to create unnecessary
demands for drugs."
President Nixon, addressing a convention of the
American Medical Association, expressed the same
view: "We have created in America a culture of
dnKp We have produced an environment in which
people come naturally to expect that they can
take a pill for every problem - that they can find
satisfaction and health and happiness in a handful
of tablets (MT
a few grains of powder."
And, he might have added, there is an increase
in the use of drugs taken for recreational and
social use as well. Among such drugs is marijuana.
Research
"The notion that marijuana could not be
legalized until research finds it completely safe is
misleading," said Dr. Robert C. Peterson in a
recent interview, "because no drug can ever be said
to be definitely safe."
Peterson, who works for the National Institutes
of Mental Health in Bethesday, Maryland,
supervises sixty-six government-financed research
projects that compose the most extensive and
most significant studies yet undertaken on the
effects of marijuana use. The results are expected

Head; How Far Has It Come So Far?

to aid the marijuana commission in formulating its
recommendations to Congress and the President.
Peterson warns that while the studies are very
important, too much emphasis should not be
placed on research. 'There is a tendency," he said,
"to expect science to solve the marijuana problem
- and that is irrational." The decision of what to
do about the problem, person said, 'Is much
more of a value judgement say 90 percent."
The real issue, he said, ^is that we must decide
how to deal with mind-expanding drugs in our
society." According to Peteison, 'the most
legitimate question about marijuana is: If it is
used occasionally (by an ^dividual) for about 15
or 16 yeais, will it harm the brain or cause organic
damage. 9 Beyond that, it is)a moral dilemma."
With the results of at least two studies on the
long-term chronic use of marijuana, the most
needed type of research in the field, the question
concerning the occasional use of the drug may
soon be answered. Other important studies in
progress range from the study of the effects of the
drug on memory in rats to its effects on driving
and sleep in humans.
The research experiments now underway are
much more significant and valid than those of the
past, for many reasons^ For one, the active
ingredient in marijuana, tetrahvdrocannobinol

(THC), was not isolated and synthesized until
1966. Even after that time, though, the amount of
THC content in grass used for experiments was
often not controlled.
The amount has varied from practically no
content at all to nearly 20 times the normal THC
content. In the present studies, the federal
government regulates the THC content to about
1.5 percent in the marijuana which it grows on
federal farms in Mississippi. Another reason why
much of the past research is considered invalid is
that it was not well controlled with respect to the
number or backgrounds of individuals observed.
In some human studies, for instance, the
subjects were involved with the use of many other
drugs, such as LSD, and effects attributed to grass
may have actually teen caused by other
substances. In other studies, individuals who
apparently were hanntd psychologically by
smoking marijuana actually had strong personality
disorders before participating in experiments.
Occasionally strong emotional feeling about the
marijuana issue has affected the direction of
research studies. The [press, which led the
publicizing of misinfonndtion in the 1930's with
respect to 'the killer drtg" marijuana, also tends
to publish research reAiJts that show extreme
findings.
[
Recently, for instance wide coverage was given
to a study of the effects jot marijuana smoking on
38 adolescents conduced by two Philadelphia
psychiatrists (Drs. Harold Kolansky and William T.

Moore).
The study "proved" that the drug creates?
serious psychological problems, leads to crime
»
harms the brain, and causes sexual promiscuity.1
The results were not accepted by the scientific ;
community as a whole, however, as somek
colleagues pointed out that the subjects involved 1
probably had severe psychological problems before
the experiments began, and many other scientists
pointed out that the sample was too limited and
unrepresentative, adequate controls were not
implemented, cause .and effect was not isolated,
and there were inductions of prejudiced research.
Similar examples of invalid research can be cited
in studies purporting to show that marijuana
increases intelligence and creativity. But the
general tendency seems to be for those who
advocate or condone the use of marijuana to
support findings which lend credence to their
view, while those who oppose its use give much
attention to studies with opposite results.
With the publication of the report of the
marijuana commission next spring will come the
issuance of results of the most extensive and valid
research projects ever undertaken on marijuana
and its use.
Marijuana Debate
Should the use of a drug be considered local

until it is proven harmful, or illegal until proven
harmless?
Though simplified, this is a major question
around which arguments concerning the future of
marijuana laws are based. Proponents of
legalization argue that the U.S. Constitution
guarantees the right to 'the pursuit of happiness."
The also contend, as Dr. Sol Silverman, a staff
member of the marijuana commission said, that
"the major reason why most people are down on
marijuana is that its only valid use is to give people
pleasure, and the system is in the Puritan ethic;
marijuana is (considered) unholy."
Opponents of legalization argue that the
government must protect the individual and
society
from
the
potential
harm
of
mind-expanding drugs such as marijuana.
Often comparisons between marijuana and
other drugs, such as alcohol and cigarettes, are
made. The 10th Staff Report of the National
Commission on the Causes and Prevention of
Violence, a presidential study group, concluded,
"As long as tobacco and alcohol are lawfully sold
'poisons/ there is scant justification for absolutely
prohibiting the sale and use of marijuana. 9'
There is little doubt that present evidence shows
alcohol and cigarettes to be much more harmful
than marijuana; but it is equally true that the use
of a dangerous drug such as alcohol does not
justify the use of a "lesser evil."
The debate over marijuana also involves the
iifficulties of law enforcement: costs, prevention,

apprehension and prosecution. The costs, both in
terms of money and of harm to society, are largely
unknown. Dr. John Kaplan (author of "Marijuana:
The New Prohibition"), with the assistance of
state law enforcement officials, was able to
estimate that the costs of implementing the laws in
California alone were $72 million in 1968.

brief admonition.
Present laws, then, are difficult to enforce and
are constantly being criticized for causing more
problems than the crime they are intended to
prevent. Senator Jacob Javits, a member of the
marijuana commission, said that the March report
of that body should seek to make laws more

A large part of the marijuana problem lies
with the entire thrust of American society as
a movement toward a drug oriented society

According to former governor of Pennsylvania
Raymond P. Shafer, chairman of the Marijuana
Commission, a study is now underway to
determine the effects of incarceration on young
offencers. The findings may help to gain an idea of
the partial costs to society of enforcing present
laws.
Prevention of marijuana use involves halting the
flow of that drug into the country and the
destruction of crops within the U.S. Operation
Intercept, launched in 1969 to reduce the flow of
marijuana from Mexico to the United States
(which is estimated to account for 80 to 90%of
the total grass used in the nation), involved the
co-operation of government and customs officials
j of the two countries. Despite a few well-publicized
j arrests, however^ the program has had little effect
J on the over all How of pot between the two
I nations. Smugglers use high speed jets and
| converted fishing vessels to transport large
j quantities of the drug. Because of limited funds
J for Operation Intercept, and sophisticated
j techniques of professional smugglers, customs
I officials have relied mainly on checks at border
j crossings. As a result, arrests involve individuals
I who are usually tourists rather than members of
the large drug rings.
Prevention also involves educational programs
about grass and the laws against its use, and since
the heroin problem is a much more serious one it
is given almost complete attention. Drug education
programs, including those of the U.S. Office of
j
Education, are almost entirely concerned with
, heroin and other hard drugs which have been
I proven to be addictive, directly related to crime,
and harmful to society as well as to the user.
Apprehension, by nature of the "crime" itself,
is difficult. Marijuana is usually smoked by small
groups of individuals in private residences, and
unless there is an informant within the group, the
crime is unknown to police. This has led to the
accusation that when arrests are made, police
often stash quantities of the drug in a home and
then charge those present with possession and
intent to use marijuana.
This situation also brings up another important
question: if an action does not involve harm to
another individual or to property, should that
action be considered a crime? Such actions, which
include alcoholism, gambling, prostitution and the
use of most drugs, including marijuana, are
considered "victimless crimes." They account for
approximately half of all arrests made in the
country. If victimless crimes were legalized, police
officers would have considerable time to devote to
the prevention of other crimes, and court
calendars would not be as overburdened as they
are today.
Some individuals contend that laws against
victimless crimes are basically ineffective an
unenforceable attempts to legislate morality. Last
year the federal government estimated that from
twelve to twenty million people have smoked
marijuana at least once, and that the number was
'^rapidly increasing." The present laws, it is argued,
do not deter the use of glass.
Prosecution is a problem with two aspects.
First, there are frequent accusations of selective
enforcement and prosecution. In California and
Texas, for instance, where there are racial
hostilities between whites and Mexican-Americans,
there are mahy charges of selective enforcement.
Joe Ortiz, chairman of a Mexican-American
organization in California, said that "in the
Chicano community it is like a witchhunt by the
Los Angeles police."
Secondly, in other areas of the country, says a
member of the marijuana commission's staff,
"police just don't bother to make arrests" because
judges are constantly lenient on first-time
offendes, letting them out on probation after a

["credible."
"Marijuana laws throughout the country which
indiscriminately treat the user as a criminal
frequency cause serious social, psychological and
economic consequences for the individual and
society, that are infinitely more serious than any
apparent direct consequence of using the
substance," Javits said. .
Proposals on how to change the laws range from
making them more uniform with the federal code
to legalizing the sale and use of the drug. During
the past year, over half of the states have passed
laws reforming previous statutes, many of them
adopting measures similar to the federal law passed
in 1970.
In some states, such as New York and
California, lawmakers are seriously considering
reforms which go beyond the federal law. In New
York the proposed Leichter Bill could, if passed,
authorize the establishment of a Marijuana Control
Authority that would issue licenses for the growth
and sale and production of marijuana as well as
administer the law.
The San Francisco Committee on Crime not
only recommended the legalization and regulation
of grass on a basis similar to alcohol (except that
advertising be prohibited), but also said that until
the present state and federal laws are changed to
allow this, the city should publicly announce its
refusal to enforce the laws.
In July two committees of the American Bar
Association (ABA), the Committee on Drug Abuse
and the Committee on Alcoholism and Drug
Reform, issued reports calling for the legalization
of marijuana. As a unified body, however, the
ABA has made no official stand on the question of
legalization, and the American Medical Association
has made no statement on the issue since adopting
the stand in 1969 that legalization should not be
considered until more research is completed.
There are distinguished individuals and groups
on both sides of the issue. The noticeable change
during the past four years is that while legalization
used to be only a fantasy of the marijuana smoker,
it is now the hope and objective of increasing
numbers of doctors, lawyers politicians and law
enforcement officials.
Reforming the Law
Commercially produced packages of marijuana
cigarettes may seem an impossibility, but consider
this:

Red and blue packs of 20 filter-tipped
marijuana cigarettes bearing the "brand name" of
"Park Lane" have been confiscated by UJS.
Customs officials. Instead of the usual warning on
the side of the package, there were these words:
"Smoking Park Lane Cigarettes May be Hazardous
to Your Health, But You'll Never Care."
No one knows what the marijuana commission
will recommend in its completed report, yet there
are indications that it will call for more uniform
laws, and more lenient penalties, and possibly its
gradual legalization.
Commission
members
have
listened
to
arguments on all aspects of the issues pertaining to
marijuana. Concerning legalization, though, there
is strong evidence supporting the views of the
many individuals who agree with the National
Institute of Mental Health Director ft. Betram
Brown:
<<
The penalty structure itself deariy is out of
keeping with what we do know about the dangers
of this drug, and I feel that the penalties for
possession of small amounts ought to be minimal
or non-existent."
The
March
report,
whatever
its
recommendations may be, will be the most
authoritative document on the marijuana
controversy in the United States, and it will set the
direction which future laws regulating the drug
will take.
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Karate
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FOR SALE
TWO 13" snow tires and rims fit '64
Falcon or similar. used one season.
Call 6-8033.

BOWLING BALL Ebonite Tornado.
Excellent condition. medium Iarge
hand or re-drill $10. Call Michael
6-4554.
new
1964 VALIANT '67 engin,
ball-joints, shocks, tires, muffler.
brakes excellent running condition
$37'i. i46-3795.
STEREO EQUIPMENT discounts get
your lowest price then caH meAll
Brands. Call Mike 6-3949.
FIAT 1963 4Adr. sedan. good tires.
$100 or make offer. Call Jrry

STEREO's low low prices. We canry
all major brands. Retail at wholesale
prices. Call 6442.

I WILL GIVE YQU the lowest price
available on any stereo equipment.
Invest a phone call. 698-1061 ves.
Alan.

DEPENDABLE CAR Less than $100.
automatic
winterized,
Fully
brakes. Cal"
power
transmission
Doug at 265b7151. er

good

SAAB 99 1970 excellent, new tires.
am-fm, new brakes, front wheel drive
$1950. 924-8437.
MEN's SKI BOOTS size 10 skis.
bindings. $40. ladies Heinke size 8
boots. Call Karen 4263.
RENAULT R-10 1968 4/dr. Very
good condition. Disc brakes 28 mpg.
About $650 around March 1st. Call
Steve 6-5059.
$25 and $35.
REFRIGERATORS
Call 537-9823 afternoons if possibe
Refrigerator ServekA
PONTIAC GTO 1968 400 cu. -i:.4
sp. stick hds clutch, ps/pb/P, inyl
roof. radio, now engine. now snUws.
Cal eves (516) 482-:2286.
LADIES ICE SKATES womn once
size 6, cheap, call 6-7422.
STEREO RECEIVER Scott 342C
45/45 watts RMS. new condition.
deorge at 699.
asking $200. Call
s
I
E
WATERSEO MATTR
single bed $20. Best quality Un1
Carbide 20 gouge vinyl double top
$28.95 for king
w pre
se2ms. New
and queen size. Cail 246-3893.
ALL, SASS AQUARIUMS 5 gaNo N
l
to 150 gal. 10% above
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weekly
to
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STATESMAN
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print.
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your
see
a
Interested? Call 4252 Robby. or
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HOUSING
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includes
Available immediately. Call Soloway
473-5759.
STUDIO

$150/mo.
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_
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, _
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^WhY WUrSYoU
Asrological
Master

by Astrosophical Society. Steuben
Rd.)
East.
(off Larkfidd
Hall
Northport. Thurs. Feb. 17, 8:30
p.m., non-members $2.
-Every

*"BRIDGE NITE"

pm., SBU 226. $1. Master points
Would

you

believe

a

MONOPOLY

TOURNAMENTMarcb 12, sign up
now In SBU 272. Ask for Pat. Must
pay S.25 at sign up.
has
Haven
Ministries
Smith
information
on:
adoption,
3abysitting
services
community
3rgnlzatlon and services. education.
services, military
italth services. Iegal
md rediglon serv.es. Mon. thru Fri.
B:30w9:30 pm.

VOLUNTEERS

needed

by

drug

rehabilitation center In Amityville.
Must have own transportation. For
information call Kathy 6-5285.

Poe College serles on Religion
continues on Tues. Feb. 15. 8 p.m. in
Poe lounge. Rev. Cogden. Baptist
Minister, from the 3V area. members
of the Univ. Catholic Pentacostal
the
members from
roup and
Huntington Jesus Community will be
present. Possible film too.
Applications for secondary student
teaching for the year. 72-73, is
available on So. campus, bldg. H,
Rm. 145. Return them to the same
place
ry Feb. 18. Applications for
either Fall or Spring 72-73 are to be
mpeted by Feb. 8.
If
youlre -having
a
problem
concerning homosexuality or sexual
identity, and want to talk about it
call 4-2277 Mon. thru Thurs. 79
pm.in
Meftin of the Health Professions
Socety WedWFeb. 16 at 8 p.m. Lee.
101. Guest Lecturer: Dr. Wesdl
from
Mercy
Hospital.
Topic:
Transplants of the Aorta and other
pIr oeuresm
James Co_

sid trip to Great GorMe

Sat. Feb. I9. Bus deosit
$7.
Rw'
b
WA6.

call 641 J.S. A-20.
BoM.? Yow
Pn,
bty

Tues. 8

$S550. LMft
Bus
leaes

Bo.

Music
OWt.
prnts
Kreiselman,
clarint;

Jack
Roger

Dupuoy VI

violin and Timothy Eddy, cello. Fri.
Feb. 18, 8:30 p.m., SBU Auditorium.

Port Jefferson Montessori School
American
accepted.
applications
affiliate.
Society
Montessori
Preschool. 473-9261 or 473-8784.
Computing
Joint
Brook
Stony
Societies (computing society and
computing
for
association
machinery) meeting Tues. Feb. 15,
7:30 p.m. Old Eng. 145. This will be
a short but Important meeting, so
please attend. For Info contact
Wayne 6-6688.
Assembler
system/360,
SBJCS
and
Architecture
'language,
Instructions course will meet for the
first time Tues. Feb. 15 8 p.m., Old
Eng. 145. This is the Fundamental
course in the system/360. If you wish
to take this course, you Must either
attend this first meeting or call
Wayne, 6-6688 before Fri. to register.
Sports Car Club general meeting,
Wed. Feb. 16, ESS Lobby, 7:30 p.m.,
trophies will be presented and the
plaque will be unveiled. All are
The History Honor Society will hold
for
new
initiation
ceremonies
members at a wine and choose party
on Tues. 2/15, 8 p.m., Surge A. All
faculty, graduate
students, and
history majors are Invited to attend.
Red Cross-First Aid Course given
Thurs. 7-10 p.m. Eng. 143. Course
runs 8/Weeks. starts 2/17, sponsored
by SUNY Ambulance Corp.
The
deadlines
for
submitting
Independent Study proposals for the
next two terms are April 5 for
summer `72, and April 14 for Fall
'72. No proposals will be accepted
after then dates, though they will be
accepted earlier. Students hould
prepare their proposals In accordance
with the written guidelines, which are
available
In
the
Undergraduate
Studies Office, Adm. 218.
Tues. Feb. 15. 6 p.m., Roth
Cafeteria, Rabbi Lebor will speak on
the role of Jewish women.
Mi Schindler a recent visitor to the
USSR will discuss "A Profile on
Soviet Jewr.
8 p.m., SBU 236.
Tues. Feb. 15.

I
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-
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students - who
Those
health
for
applied
insurance last semester
who have not yet picked
up their- certificates of
insurance, please do so
now at the telephone
section of the Bursar's
office.

a
J. Fox-Photographers

t

Rh . 265A

a*r

751-3277
Booy Bool
fo RoR Station

Passow

Photos

Film gad fim prcsing
25% discount on
Mkost orders
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'Wednesday's Sounds'...
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MEREDITH MONK AND THE HOUSE Theater Dance Group appear baauruoy,
Anchor says, "The House is agroup of
Brook. (See SAOad for details) A review in the Hope College
as a means ofexpression and as
artists, actors, dancers and a scientist who are committed to performance is an attempt to transcend that
form
a means of personal and hopefully social evolution! Their theater
the feelingsof presence, environment.
which islimiting our individuality. They have faith in the dream,

WANTED: CAMPUS EXPEDITION
now
for
REPRESENTATIVE
obtain
to
company,
education

participants from your
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and

Way

TAJ MAHAL
BOUTIQUE
o '
Of.nan
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Byrnes said he was disturbed
that the minimum standard
deduction, or "low income

in the Union Ballroom

2
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pretentu
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Open 24 hours every day for your convenience

Holt <&C®M Heroz
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Hot dinners served- all night
from our new steam table
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The Stony Brook Jazz Ensemble
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g
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Gary
Fred

Toni
Lesl

Next week:

10%STUDENT DISCOUNT _

committee.

Party-time: We cater
DelicatUsMen

July

k

I

"Start The Revolution
Without Me"

located in the Village Mart, straight down
Rte. 25A in Setauket (The showing center
on the right, before the Stauket Post Office).
7K1-A74
ME

Wednesday
Uninn TheatreI

8 p.m.
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THE STONY BR( O0K UNION

scinetific field expeditions. Excellent
n t e r e st e d
I
opportunity.
income
Sophomores and Juniors write stating
Trook
David
to:
qualifications
ADVENTURES IN EDUCATION 68
BELMOkT,
STREET,
LEONARD
MASS., 02178.
I

arn

.epuuucw*

February 16

I
I

deige
aloac,
ounh git
by by
chldn U use
outright gifts allowance," designed to provide
children's
of money, securities or property, income tax relief for the poor,
or by setting up certain kinds of was also being used as a tax
loophole for more affluent
trust funds for their children.
In 1971, up to $1,700 per people.
TheU.S. Treasury expects to
child was tax free. Before the
$70 million in additional
collect
the
new law was enacted
individual
1972
on
taxes
income
tax-free
maximum
incomes that otherwise would
would have reached $2,050.
have been sheltered by the
Critics of the tax reform have
complained that it will -not pre-existing law.
stimulate the economy and put
people back to work -as it was
meant to do. They contend that
it is a result of the Republican
philosophy of stimulating the
big
helping
by
economy
business.
The new law, signed by
President Nixon on December
10, was originated by Wisconsn 4
RepresentatiWe John W. Bymes,
Hosew

are begnning

4
4
4

They'l all be there at 8 p.m.

New Tax Reform May Affect Students
to p ronee
with
(CPS)- Students
part-time jobs and parents who
provide for their children's
education while cutting their
own tax liability may be
adeely affected by a new tax
law in 1972.
which
law,
the
Under
regulates income taxes for 1971,
if an individual is under 19 or a
college student of any age, and if
his parents provide more than
one half of his financial support,
both he and his parents can
claim him for a personal
individual
The
exemption.
double
the
for
qualifies
exemption if his income is
earned by his own labor or from
investments held in his name.
Under the new law all or some
investment return could be
sheltered fom taxation because
the child could claim both a
personal exemption for himself
and a standard deduction when
filing a tax return.
The new law will not allow a
standard deduction taken against
unearned income or for a
standard deduction that exceeds
the amount of his income from
wages.
The law also reduces the
tax-free income to no more than
$750 per year per child.
The two changes in the tax
law will affect those parents who
have set aside funds for their

4
4
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"Tuesday F li cks"- are be

February 15
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February 22

Harper

I

Both are at 8 - 11 p.m.
Every
in the Stony BrookEUnion
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AThursdays atL Four"..

Nat
Hentoff
Sunda*,

FebruWa 17

are b

Prof. Lowrenc :e Deboer9

[dying abroad"
"Opportunitiesfor Stud

Feb. 26

8:30 Om
Union Ballroom
Free
I

And every Th irrsday at 4:00
ErookelMon
in the 22ov
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University Hosts Fencing Show

l

7s

m
d

Women's Foil, Men's Sabre, and Men's Epee.
basketball game, the Stony Brook fencing club will
ne of the epee contestants won afirst place in
put on an exhibition demonstrating some of the
Long Island Division of the Amateur Fencers
the
are
people
Most
fencing.
techniques of competitive
League of America.
familiar with the fencing styles of Zorro, the Three
They say fencing is a romantic sport, so all you
Muscateers, and Errol Flynn, which are used in the
movies. In actuality, fencing is not wild and flashy, lovers come to the exhibition on Thursday and
but is rather a skilled, point controlled game with come down to the club Tuesday 12:15-1:00 and
Thursday 2:30-3:45.
much strategy involved.

Conversat

iona

Evenings twice weekly

-6339

callmarty

Registration fee
-

I
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Campaigner
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published by the

National Caucus of Labor Committees

Now on sale!!! Winter '71
First English Translation
?osa -Luxemborg's "Anti-Kritik"

I

fl

,
.X

l

Article on B. F. Skinner's Beyond Freedom & Dignity
Rimbaud & the Paris Commune - "Problem of
Creativity in Modern Art"

i

4

|

Subscriptions: $2.50 - 4 issues
4.00 - 6 issues
The Campaigner
Box 49, Washington Bridge Station
New York, New York 10033

I

o-r-contact Tony 246-5701
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Kings Point Cagers Beaten by King's Bou: nd
(Continued from Page 1)
Stony Brook, now 13-8 overall, and 6-1 in the
conference, plays its final home game of the season on
Thursday night against powerful SUNY-Buffalo. This
will be Senior Night, and Myrick, Howard, Eric Shapiro,
and team manager Mike Luffler will be honored.
Interestingly enough, King thinks that it is easier for
him to get 30 rebounds than it is to get 30 points. He
has had 29 points twice this year, and with five games
remaining, anything can happen.
Nothing Stops Him
As usual, Howard's game was basically overlooked as
Roger played the subtitle to King's headline. Howard
had 17 points on 8-15 shooting, which actually lowers
his field goal percentage. He was smooth as glass on the
hst break and played his usual fine defense. At one
point, a dog ran out on the court during a Howard field
goal, and as Coach Coveleski pointed out, Howard just
jumped over the animal and got back fast on defense.
Nothing stops him.
Each man had his supporters. 'It's hard to get a
rebound when King's in there," said Steve Skrenta.
"You go up for it, and all of a sudden, two hands go

shoom, and he's got it." James Jones said, "Howard and
King were fantastic, and make sure you put Howard's
name first." One way or the other, it was their night.
The Pats never trailed in the game, as Kings Point
took three minutes to get their first point. It took eight
minutes for King to get his first, but once he did, it was
no contest. Despite 33 turnovers, the Patriots did the
pjob. Coveleski said, 'They moved the ball really well.
Everybody was completely unselfish, even more than
usual. There won't be any NCAA's this year, and they're
playing on pride now."
"Flying Tier"
Eariier, he had said, "I thought we were more
disciplined than they were. We took very few jump
shots, if you think about it. And even fewer were 'flying
tiger' (wildly shot) jumpers." Stony Brook now has a
new name for something not to be done in a game.
The Patriots had some trouble with the Kings Point
zone, but did a good job against it, as shown by their
35-64 shooting. The trick to beating a zone is to move
the ball around the periphery quickly, faster than the
defense can react. Another way is to move the ball
patiently, and to wait for a defensive mistake. And so it

Cagerettes: "Great To Be Home"
By LYNNE PARENTI
The feeling one walked away with from the Women's
Basketball team's encounter with Nassau Community
College last Thursday night was, "It's great to be home."
The Patriots defeated Nassau 37-35 in what turned out
to be Stony Brook's most fast-paced game this season as
they played their first game at home.
Stony Brook dominated the game from the first
quarter. After the Pats matched Nassau's first basket of
the game, our island friends were never to be in the lead
again. That's not saying though, that they didn't come
dclose. Nassau's offense moved well, and their shooters
rarely missed a basket. The Pats were a little weaker on
defense than usual; however, they were quick enough on
the court to intercept over twenty passes and create
many forced turnovers.
At the half it was still Stony Brook's domination of
the game that prevailed as they lead 18-10. In the second
half, Nassau was stopping the Pats fast break and had a
chance to take over the lead many times. They came
dcloser and closer to the Pats who became nervous and
.threw away the ball several times on wild passes. Both
teams felt the pressure though, as they committed an
almost unbelievable number of fouls.
Fourth quarter events were almost enough to give
Nassau the game. "We were the better team," said S.B.
Coach Sandra Weeden, "But we ran into trouble when
we lost three of our starters." Peggy Voll, Karen Brooks,
and Carol Mendis, three of the team's strongest
members, all got their fifth fouls in the fourth quarter
and were forced out of the game. It seemed as if all
would be lost for the Patriots, but that was when the
strategy started. Both coaches called so many time-outs,
often simultaneously, that there was almost more
discussion than play in the quarter. Nassau took
advantage of the Pat's loss of sharpshooters as they put

in some more of their own to score eight points. Coach
Weeden, however, was not going to let this game fall
apart in the "infamous fourth" as the team's last three

Patriot Sports
At home...
Varsity Basketball
Thurs. Feb. 17 vs. Buffalo - 8 p.m.
Jayvee Basketball
Thurs. Feb. 17 vs. Cathedral - 6 p.m.
Women's Basketball
Tues. Feb. 15 vs. Adelphi - 7 p.m.
Fri. Feb. 18 vs. Suffolk - 5 p.m.
Swimming
Sat. Feb. 19 vs. Albany & Columbia - 2 pam.

... and Away
Vasity Basketball

Wed. Feb. 16 vs. Brooklyn Poly

Sat. Feb. 19 vs. Yeshiva
Jayvee Basetbal
Sat. Feb. 19 vs. Navy
Gymastics
Thurs. Feb. 17 vs. Brooklyn C.C.
Squash
Sat. Feb. 19 vs. Stevens
Swimmin
Wed. Feb. 16 vs. Queens

games did. She used diagms to map out some offensive
plays which were successful and brought in enough
points to save the game.
Offensively, Stony Brook's game was "won on foul
shots," commented Nassau's coach after the game. The
Pats foul percentage was indeed high. High scorer Peggy
Voll had 12 points, eight of which were shot from the
line. Karen Brooks put in her usual fine show also, as she
scored eight points. Pat Conlin returned to play
Thursday night after being out with a back injury and
showed how well she had recovered by putting in five
points.
The Patriots have been working hard, playing four
games and practicing twice in one week. The girs got a
day off last Friday to rest for a game with Adelphi
tonight. It was a well deserved break.

Kacquetmen Tops
In Adelphi Rout
By PAUL LEGNANO
The Patriots could have gotten more psyched waiting
for Saturday morning to watch "Blondie"reruns then
they had gotten for last Wednesday afternoon's match
against Adelphi. It was another one of those
Metropolitan Squash League fiascos. The Patriots only
gave up one game on their way to a 9-0 rout of Adelphi.
Roland Giuntini took top honors in the Stony Brook
squash team's least-aount-of-points-given-toopponent
award for the second time this year, as he allowed only
20 points to the opposition. Eric Goidstein came to a
dose second with 22 points. Amrie Klein should receive
the Patriots' least-amount-of-points-given-to-opponentsplendid
his
for
award
in-a-four-game-match
scored
points
25
of
a
total
only
allowing
of
performance
against him The other Patriots all won in three, but they
just couldn't beat Giuntini's low.
Asked how he felt about receiving the award, Giuntini
said that "if it hadn't been for Coach Snider and my
cheering teammates, I would never have reached such
heights." Coach Snider, elated by Giuntini's fine
performance, decided to reward him with the winning
squash ball. All Giuntini could say was, '"Geecoach,
you're a great guy."
Mental atrophy is setting in among most members of
the squash team as they have little competition to look
forward to before the Nationals at West Point the first
weekend of March. How can they keep their psych up?
They could make believe that they're the world's
greatest squash players and if they even give up one
point to their opponent it would be an affront to their
pride; or they could hire a professional whipperto give
them fifty lashes for every game they lost; or they could
contribute one dollar for every point they gave up to the
I-like-Billy Graham Club. Whatever way they use to keep
that old psych alive, it has to work for them 'til eady
March.

SENIOR NIGHT
The annual senior night festiaites will be held in the
gym Thugsdy evening Hatftlme cemonies win honor
iUoid-beaking captain By Myrc, standott forward
Roger Howard, frontliner Eric Shapiro, and team
manager Mke Luffler. The four graduating seniors will
be appearing before a Stony Buook home crowd for the
last time.

went, from Jim Murphy to Bill Myrick to 13 point
scorer Skrenta in the comer, and back around again. In
the end, it often worked.
The very best way to beat a zone, though, is to play
tough defense, grab a defensive rebound, and get
upcourt before the zone can fonnrm. That's the key, and
that's why Stony Brook broke it open in the second
half.

Hot and Cold JV
In O't
PourByItALANOn
H. FALLICK
The 'thrill of victory" tastes a lot sweeter than the
"agony of defeat." A quick five minute overtime
magnifies the locker room sensation of winning or losing
- ecstasy or depression.
Both decisions were bandied about by the Patriot
junior varsity Saturday night Kings Point sported a good
matchup for the mostly freshman Pat squad, 74 on the
season. And the game could have gone either way.
Defensive Contest
The first half was a defensive contest, with the points
resulting from several steals. Momentum was transient,
as its pendulum swung back and forth between the
Mariners and the Patriots.
Kings Point owned the game's first streak as they
jumped to an 8-2 edge. Switch. Led by three Randy
McFariand steals, and quick outlet passing by Dave
Stein, the jayvee surged in front with 11 consecutive
points. Allowing the 'ings Pointers a pair of baskets, the
Pats then ran off ten more to move ahead 23-12.
Defense was the key, as turnovers changed into points
and a 31-23 Stony Brook halftime lead.
Momentum was the Mariners' property as the second
half opened. When the Stony Brook Patriots are good,
they play brilliantly - but when they're bad, they are
horrendous! Kings Point picked off the rebounds, Kings
Point pressed on defense. Kings Point caught up. Causing
sloppy Patriot passing, the Marineras tied the contest at
32 with 13:15 remaining.
Pendulum Stuck
The pendulum had not swung back to Stony Brook;
the Marines started to pull away. Good Pat passes were
often intercepted, and rebounds fell into a sea of
blueshirts. "We were standing around watching us lose,"
said John Mabery, the Patriot backcourt man.
Finaly the team realized that they were more likely
to win if Psi Munick got the baU inside, instead of the
Pats shooting from af&r. Mabery replaced McFariand
with 8:41 left - KP up 43-40 - and immediately swiped
the ball. McFadrand was back a short while later and
converted a pair of relay passes for a bucket. Mabery
then left his man on the ground and scored after
pilfering the ball. Mabery stole again and notched
another pair to tie KP at 50.
Dave Marks, like Rick Singer, did not play at full
strength. Marks, usual starting forward, was first inserted
into the lineup with 5:51 left. 'With games on Monday
and Thursday, I guess the coach wanted me healthy so
he could use me then." After a Munick three-pointer,
Marks put the jayvee in front with a three-footer. A
Mariner basket put KP ahead by one, 56-55. This set the
stage for a Munick 20-footer with 18 seconds left; the
missed shot went out of bounds, possession Kings Point.
Supposedly within five seconds, KP then called time out,
unable to inbound.
Mabery's Miracle
Stony Brook got possession after a Mariner turnover.
Munick passed to McFarland, who fired it up - no good.
The rebound came down to a mass of bodies with 12
seconds left. Out of the crowd came the ball,
high-arched toward the hoop. John Mabery, the 57"
guard, had managed somehow to get the shot off. "I put
it up anyway possible," Mabery said afterwards. The ban
went in and the crowd went wild. Mabery converted the
foul for a three-pointer and a 58-56 SB lead.
'Ten seconds is plenty of time," remarked Dave
Stein. Indeed it was. Mariner Mike O'Donnell scored off
a Kings Point rebound and deadlocked the game at the
buzzer. It was almost a repeat of the Queens OT game of
eight days before, except....
The Pats won. Outscoring KP 14-6 in overtime, Stony
Brook, assisted by Dave Marks' heady play, ran away
72-64. Marks connected with Stein twice, and stole and
scored on another big hoop. Mabery and McFariand
were crucial on defense, and notched 11 and 12 points,
respectively, for the game. Munick aain copped game
honors, with 23; Stein shot for 16, as the Pats reeled off
the game's last 8 points.
After lat night's contest at Suffolk C.C., the jayvee
return Thursday against Catedal at 6 p.m. It will be
the last time the ens can watch the jayvee try to capture
the ecstatic thrill of victory - as this season's home
schedule comes to a close.
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My, my ms. American Pie - but I
know why the music died, and Stony
Brook too. Sure thing about this place
- it sucks, the whole damn worid
does, and' Stony Brook is to be -no
exception. The only reason why it hits
home a little harder than elsewhere
these days is because that "Dream is
Over," the whole fuckin' movement
from its "Haight" to its fall in
Washington, May 1969 failed. Nothing
much has really changed - its 1962 all
over again in 1972, except the youth
has
contributed
a
tremendous
Commercial impetus to the muzac and
fashion industries. At one time, you
could delude yourself about your
-presence at Stony Brook beause this
was a counter-cultudl center that
would somehow affect and change the
sex
and
Dope, Stereo,
worid.
revolution - Ram on! We"l, as we al
know,, as we acclimate ourselves to the
harsh reality of growing up, we blew
it, yes, and we wonder what happened
to our hole at Stony Brook and forget
about our international visions of
change. Somehow the dope don't taste
as good anymore; to match the rising
prices and a reversal of the conzadery
found in Erich Goode's Mari
Smoke (p. 21). You see, as thinks
presently ine,
Stony Brook once
spin represents eitherl) escaping the
reality of a working world - four
years of limbo; 2) a place to get away
from home; or 3) a baccalaureate
ticket to a pre-supposed higher income
for the new generation's boxes of
ticky-tacky. And anyone who writes a *
retort to this part of this letter about
"Educational -cultual advancement"
- you'e full of shit. The apple doesn't
fall far from the tree and there's more
cheating here than on April's income
tax, so please - no virtue. Yes, for
those of you who are still here or have
just entered, when it's over, you've got
little more than your old man's life to
took forward to; unless, of course,
you've got the courage of your freak
convictions to get on that wooden ship
and find yourself on a piece of land
and learn to sweat.
I went here once, and believed in it
while it seemed possible. I split when
it became an illusion. With what I
learned from facing life, I'm using it to
help that "change" get in motion
again. I can use Stony Brook as a tool.
What the fuck are you doing here?
This place has become six quads of
electric Skinner boxes and you
shitheads bar press all day long and
study bar pressing all night long for
better pellets in the future. No wonder
you're all homey as hell - no

i
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unconditioned animal could strut
in Sak's Fifth Avenue
around
maxd-nini coats and Chess King super
flash color arouse adornments and not
get stimulated. Nevertheless though,
it's go to dass, hang out in the Union,
and back to your little $75 a month
cubicle and stagnate. Stony Brook is
dead. The movement is dead.
Well, now that you caught all that
shit from paragrph one (roll over in
your grave English 101 professor!),
let's dry our tears and see what we can
do. As an outsider, I have criticized, us
sinct I am also a remote insider, 'll try
to propose some constructive advice.
It's very simple - truth; and it's the
truth that the truth makes you so
uptight!
Why are you here? Figure it out,
and then start rapping with your
brothers and sisters about it. Although
I've never attended the; Applied
Ontology gig on this campus, itch
posters seem to make it worth
checking out. Just don't get hung up
in "Pie in the sky." All of you really
need a place where you can strip off
your mask and rap to each other. Not
the Union. Nhat place has been Aibed
so bad it's nauseating. Why is it that
nobody's up late at night, when the
mood aids the flowing of vibes, trying
to find the things that are missing in
your life?
If you're not searching, man, then
you're kidding yourself A graduating
friend of mine proposed what I
thought was a pretty far-out idea. Here
it is: One of the more definite factors
contributing to the alienation and
apathy on this campus was the dosing
of the cafeterias. Aside from the shitty
food, it served to be a place where the
people could congregate, communicate
-grape-vine. Now, a good deal of time
that could be spent on socializing
(which you need) is spent on buying,
preparing, cooking, and cleaning up
that Pathmark junk (that is, when
momma's boys and girls get your
dirty
with
some
fingers
industriousness). Instead of supporting
the capitalist sstm we all hate<
(McDonalds etc. to.gt?
Why
couldn't tee students re-open the
cafeteria with a student-run meal plan?
Not only would this set -up a groovy
neutral hangout, but- it would provide
jobs for 500-600 students who could
undoubtedly use the bread, and
provide good food because no,
company means no need for Prophet,,
just overhead. Hurryup and get laid so',
you can start using your heads. It's
time for a second-coming.- lest you
end up on Magie's frm. And if
nothing moves the masses and you

continue to reminisce to 1964
Iock'n'roll, then at leat let this letter
start a chain of communication
through Statesman. It's as boring as
Newsday anyway, so let it out with a
pen ifyou'retoo uptight to show your
face. It would be a start.
But most important, get the hell out
of those putrid little rooms, or at least
start congregating together inthem. Or
have you become conditioned to-them
already? Acclimated? The blue coats
have taken this nation from the
spiritual circle of the tepee and
replaced them with his forts of
squares, from the Seventh Cavalry to
the Sixth Precinct who now patrols
our campus. "4And now you ask that I
should watch the long hair's race be
slowly crushed! Indian sunset. Wi it
happen again? Must the music die?
Why, you haven't even gotten back to
the garden!
MiChael De Pester

Over-Pricd Book
To the Editor:
In respone to Mr. Rushfield's letter
to the editor which appeared in
Statesman on February 4, 1972 and
your exprePIed concern about the
over-pring of a book titled 'Vhite
Cooar" by C. W. Mills.
In this particular case it is the
publisher who is at fault and not the
bookstore.
Oxford University Press raised the
price of this book from its advertised
price printed on the cover and.
invoiced the bookstore a list price of
$2.75 less our normal trade discount.
It was the publisher who placed their
own label for $2.75 over the old $1.75
fist price.
Time and time again students find
marked up prices amounting to a good
deal more than the $.10 - $.25
shipping cost we had to add to some
books and all too often feel the
bookstore is "ripping them off" when
indeed this is not the case.
In fact with this particular book the
publisher raised the price to $2.50 last
year putting his label over the $1.75
price and then this Fall ain rad
the price to $2.75. It is the publisher
who is the real culprit and not yow
campus bookstore.

I have attachedtopies of the,,actual
invoices with this letter to the Editor
for his perusal. Should you wish to
come to our offices and see them in
person you are most welcome.
We appreciate your concern about
the bookstore and we always welcome
constructive criticism or any other
comments.
Enest M. Christensen
Diector, Stony Brook Union
-

Not Amiable Discussion
To the Editor:
After reading the letter of Dr. H.
Metcalf in this column (Staesman
Feb. 4, 1972) regad ng the incident
which took place in the Physics lecture
hall on February 2, I felt that there
was something which was left, out in
that letter. During the incident, the
group of students supporting the
telephone workers Were simply asking
for and trying to engage in a discussion
about the strike.
The almost competition between
some faculty members which followed
in shouting down the students was not
at all exemplary in peservng the
decorum of the seminar. It must be
said that voices of some faculty
members could be easily heard high
above those of the students. It was
also not observed that any student
used the language which Prof. Metcalf
employed in his letter for the students,,
viz. "rprehensible scoundrels"9 and
"hypocritical imposters."
It is not obvious to me that the
situation was handled in any
recondlitory, amiable manner by the
faculty members.
Unim
S.K. Mendiratta
Union Tour
Tour
To the Editor:
I was pleased to see the Feb. 11,
1972 article on the tour of the union.
However there are several misquotes
which I would like corrected.
1) I never said that I could set up a
"fine" term of programs but that the
Program Coordinator Barbara Slater
could do a fine job with $10,000.
2) In referring to the money wasted
here I was referring to the fact that
with just the- money from one concert
we- could run an entire term of
programming. That was the waste not
the -money in the Union.
3) As far as the 10:00 curtailment I
said that with present security I can't
see it run, not can't run it.

There is a fine administration in the
building and this article makes it
appear as if I'm tying to take the
whole Un-in over. -That's ridicaulous.
Elliot Hobr
Stonv Brook Union Building Supervisor
(Ed. Note: Although the possibility of
a misquote does exist there Was
certainly no attempt on our part to
imply that Mr. Holzer is "trying to
take the whole Union over, nor do
ue believe that many people got that
impsion. What was most likely
implid thougy is that there is a new
building supervisor at the Union who
is enthusaistic about his position and
has a sod -interest in the Union, and,
most important, the students who use
it.
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Nixon Vulnerable to- New Voters
By ALLAN HOCHBERG
Most political experts hae said that
the18-year old vote will not hawe any
significant effect becase 18 to 21
year old voters do not vote
significantly different from the rest of
the electorate. Based on past vAing
paterns (states where 18-21 year old

'0
I;1
<D~

votens

were allowed to vote) and on

pmeelection polls, they do not seem to
vote more liberaly orDemocratic to
any degree.
However, in at least one major
contest, the 1972 presidential election,
the 18-year old vote will be- an
important factor. Based on recent
pols, it should have an influential if
.not a decisiv effect on the outcome in
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This impact of the youth vote is

important because the only possible
practical way to move the -country moa

prgessve direction -is the defeat of
Richard- Nixon in 1972. Te election
of Nixon has resulted in three years of
conservative and even reactionary
policy and an almost pete failure
to deal with the country's domestic
problems. His appointment of four
conservative Supreme Court judges, his

wetoing bills for aid to day care,
education, and hospitals exemplify his
general domestic policy. Furthermore,
despite his pledges to "bring us
together" and maintain an open and
honest administration, he has done
just the opposite.
Few college students want a
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TICKET

TAKERS

admit audience by rear door

No Curfew for Concert
For the first concert of the new semester, SAB
presented Chuck Berry and the James Cotton Blues Band
Sunday night.
The concert was the first test of the Administration's
new facilities use guidelines, setting a curfew for the
completion of any event at 1 a.m. The concert ended at
2:30 a.m.
Photo essav bv Larrv Rubin and Robert Schwartz

PHIL GITOMER checks audio system before Sunday's concert.

CHUCK
(
B-i
gym fhou *

Y demonstrc-tes the du ple rhyinm

STAGE CREW carries out the heavy amplifiers at concert's end.

